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Importance of Distributional Issues
The distribution of benefits and costs is often important to
decision makers.






Simple CBA: Benefits and costs are summed across all groups
with standing
How to incorporate distributional issues in CBA?

CBA of Income Transfer Programs





The net benefits of most income transfer programs are
negative, if benefits are not weighted.





Example: Public housing

Such programs can only be justified if the benefits to the LI
persons receive a greater weight.
Then, how to do this in practice?

CBA of a project whose main purpose is not income
transfers
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Should we use distributional weights?
Example: higher weights for low income regions

Arguments for Income-Based Distributional
Weighting
Distributional Weighting
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Three arguments for distributional weighting






Diminishing marginal utility of income.
The income distribution should be more equal.




The current distribution is too unequal.

The “one person-one vote” principle should apply



LI persons should have as much influence over decisions as HI
persons.
The measurement of consumer surplus should be adjusted to what
it would be if everyone had the same income.

Difficult to obtain consensus on matters of value
judgment
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Determining Distributional Weights
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Determining distributional weights


First two arguments




∆U/∆Y and ∆SW/∆Y must be measured. Difficult to obtain societal
consensus.

One Person - One Vote


Necessary information
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The average income level of each relevant group.
An estimate of the income elasticity of demand for each good affected by the
policy.
An estimate of the market demand curve for each affected good.

Consumer surplus is then computed and weights are determined that are
consistent with the “one person- one vote” principle.

A Pragmatic Approach to Weighting
Use weights only when distributional issues are of
central concern
Display the unweighted impacts on society as a whole,
then display them for each pertinent group






clarifies the trade-off between efficiency and distribution

Conducting Sensitivity Tests





Are the final results sensitive to weighting choices?

Computing Internal Weights
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Set the weight of the advantaged group = 1 (unity) and the
weight of the disadvantaged group to the value that makes the
NPV for the rest of society = 0.
ρNPVL + NPVH = 0
Explicitly shows the trade-off values for decision makers

Example: Welfare-to-Work Experiments
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Example (Continued)
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Example (Continued 2)
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Upper Bound Values for Distributional Weights
Use transfer programs as a standard with which to
compare other programs that redistribute income





A nontransfer program makes the disadvantaged better
off, but results in a loss of efficiency




it should not be accepted if an explicit transfer program that
results in a smaller loss in efficiency could be used instead.

A nontransfer program makes the disadvantaged worseoff, but results in an efficiency gain


it should be accepted if a transfer program can compensate the
disadvantaged for the loss without fully offsetting the gains in
efficiency of the nontransfer program.

The internal weights for income transfer programs
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Weight Wl/Wh: (Wl/Wh)NPVl+NPVh=0
Past estimated: 1.5 - 2

Conclusion: Conditions for the Use of
Distributional Weights
 The policy is targeted at the truly
disadvantaged or treats the advantaged
and disadvantaged differently.




Possibility of abuse: Subsidies to small
enterprises and low income regions that
actually benefit high income people

The policy
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results in reductions in overall social efficiency,
but make Low Income persons better off, or
increases efficiency, but makes Low Income
persons worse off.

